AR Quiz for Muzz III: The Quest for the Sapphire Cicada
by Jonathan E. Pope
5.5 AR points awarded (if approved by student’s teacher)
1. What does the “P” in Professor P. Gordon Hootie’s name stand for?
A. Paul
B. Poindexter
C. Pumpkin
D. Peacock
2. How did the Juxtapose brothers become wealthy?
A. They were professional gamblers.
B. They invented and sold electronic prosthetics.
C. They were circus sideshow freaks.
D. They were world famous cheksmockey players.
3. Who looked after Jagger while he was imprisoned by the Grand
Baron?
A. Sturgill, the man who captured him.
B. Jezry, a pilot he knew back in flight school.
C. BoGee, one of the Grand Baron’s guards.
D. Ophelia, the princess of Rhenium.
4. What did the first part of Leopold’s Labyrinth look like?
A. It was a maze of marshmallows.
B. It was filled with disorienting checkerboard patterns.
C. There were mirrors everywhere.
D. It was composed of many slides and ladders.
5. What is the answer to the riddle at the second door of the labyrinth
—“I am a common name that can be found at the first of each month
(7 - 11)?”
A. April
B. Holly
C. August
D. Jason

6. When the crew is “gathering the gang”, where do they find Charlie
and Lizzie Paige to tell them Jagger has been taken?
A. Arnie’s Turn of the Millennium Arcade
B. Their parents’ dental practice
C. The Quad-City Gym
D. In the woods behind their house racing dirt bikes
7. What does Dr. Fox do that saves J.J., Mazie Fize’s son’s life?
A. She surgically removes his ruptured appendix.
B. She gives him the Heimlich maneuver because he is choking.
C. She gives him CPR because he almost drowned.
D. She places a steel rod in his back after he fell off the roof.
8. Which best describes the dwellings on the planet Nonk-Nonk in the
Ambrosia Basin surrounding the lake of cocosuckle juice?
A. Conical teepees made of cow hide
B. Lavish mansions of solid gold
C. Log cabins made of psalm trees
D. Hexagonal shaped igloo-like huts that looked like
honeycombs
9. Which of the crew members stays with the ship when the crew
originally confronts the Grand Baron?
A. Benny
B. Charlie
C. Addison
D. Professor Hootie
10. Besides capturing Jagger, why does Sturgill, the wombat-looking
bounty hunter, feel guilty about Jagger being imprisoned?
A. He ratted him out when he caught Jagger stealing food.
B. He cheated in the race that Jagger “lost” and owed the Grand
Baron money for.
C. Jagger’s foot was injured in a mining accident.
D. Sturgill once unknowingly dated Jagger’s sister.

